The Successful Lives Programme
Growth Mindset Learning for Success Module
The introduction of Growth Mindset for young people
will enable them to excel in life long learning.
We are excited to introduce this new growth mindset package as we believe it will
empower students by building their learning capability. This package is available for both
primary or secondary schools.
Children can often find learning a challenge and as a result may just give up and
consequently think of themselves as lacking the capabilty to be successful. For some
children, being in school can feel like one of failure rather than a positive learning
experience.
The pionnering work of Dr.Carol Dweck has introduced the concept of growth mindset,
that intelligence can be developed and is not fixed. Children can learn that by making an
effort and practising they can make progress. This takes away the fear of failure and
celebrates making mistakes as part of the learning process.
‘Develop a passion for learning.
If you do, you will never cease to grow’
Anthony J D’Angelo
The key concepts are introduced to pupils over eight learning sessions. Each session
has a set of teacher guidance notes for planning, a PowerPoint and a student workbook.
The sessions include:
1. An Introduction to Learning – Exploring the concept of learning as well as recognising
strengths & areas for development.
2. Learning Attitudes - Understanding the differences between mindsets & exploring how to
develop a growth mindset.
3. Neuroscience - Understanding how the brain works & the link to learning.
4. Learning Zones – Understanding of what makes learning challenging. Exploring the value of
making mistakes & strategies on how to face challenges.
5. Motivation & Language – Understanding the impact of using growth mindset language on
motivation & learning.
6. Personal Challenges - Understanding how a growth mindset is helpful in taking on
challenges.
7. Feedback - Understanding the purpose of growth mindset feedback & how to use it.
8. Integrating the Learning - Identifying & implementing strategies to embed growth mindset
learning.

The benefits of the programme include, improving self esteem, building the capacity to
learn, greater individual aspirations, more collaborative learning through effective
feedback and developing strategies and motivation to encourage life long learning.
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Programme Implementation
Suggested order of teaching and learning
The Successful Lives programme currently includes thee modules which stand independently of each other.
However, if all three are introduced to children it will greatly enhance their ability to become independent
thinkers and learners. They can be taught in any order however as coaching underpins all of the programme
we would recommend that you start with coaching.

Big picture
Whether the programme is part of a whole school introduction to coaching or simply taught to an individual
class, it is helpful to have a discusssion with the children around rationale for change. Generally new
ventures succeed when people understand the purpose behind them and how they are going to help. It‘s
therefore good to share the skills to be learnt and the benefits of putting time and effort in to the programme.

Individual sessions
Each session has a ‘Guidance for Planning’ framework for teachers to use.
These can easily be used as they are, however as with any new material, most teachers will find them most
effective if they personalise and adapt them for their own students, classes and environment.

Guidance for Planning
Each set of guidance notes follow the same format:
Ø

Aims & Objectives - These help clarify the learning goals of each session.

Ø

Content - The content gives guidance for the teacher on how to run the session.

Ø

Learning in action - These individual tasks continue learning in between sessions. And the Plenary
helps recapture the big picture.

Ø

Evaluating & Embedding - This section gives ideas on how content might work in the classroom.
To maximise the effectiveness, it is helpful if pupils and teachers regularly practise the key skills in
between sessions.

Ø

Additional ideas & suggested resources to consider before starting – Extra hints, tips and
suggestions.

Ø

Timings - approximate timing of each section of the session - The lessons are designed to take
approximately one to one and a half hours, but they are very flexible. If you need to explore an area
further with students, it is important to do so in order to get the most out of the content.
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